June 2013

Greetings from Beautiful Madang!
The month of May was highlighted by celebrating our first wedding anniversary as well as Emily
going to Gandep Bible College to teach. In the meantime, we continue to be the hands and feet of
Christ here on the ground in Papua New Guinea.
On May 1, Emily became the official Director of Support Services which technically she is Tyler's
boss not only once but twice as he serves in two roles (IT and Tech Services). Though the end of the
month ended quite differently than Emily expected. The Director is currently back in the USA to
attend PBT annual board meeting and Pioneer Mission Institute. The second in charge falls to the
Director of Language Affairs. Just this past week, he had to leave the country for a medical reason.
That leaves Emily now being as she is the only director out of three left in country.
In Hewitt fashion, we were apart for our first anniversary. Last fall we were apart on Emily's birthday
due to her trip to Africa to help move her friend. So being apart on special days is starting to be the
   norm in our marriage. Hopefully we can reserve that, but when God calls, what do you say? On May
14, Emily was in Gandep teaching and Tyler was in Madang hard at work. We decided that we would
  
celebrate on May 25 after we got back to town from the village. Tyler surprised Emily with a
scheduled massage at a local hotel in town then we enjoyed a nice dinner that evening together at the
  
Madang Resort. We both return thanks to God for His continued blessings in our lives and
  
answering our prayers for a life partner.

 
  
  

Since Emily has been a part of our team one of her tasks has been overseeing and organizing yearly
trips to Gandep Bible College. May 10, Emily and teammate Bethaney started the long journey by
plane, canoe and foot to Gandep. While at Gandep they had the opportunity to teach 33 students
from 10 different languages groups. Seven language groups have at least one book of the Bible
translated in their language and three language groups represent the large number of languages still
yet to be translated in the country. Each day of the course the students are asked to read a portion
of scripture from the book of the Bible they have in their language. Some struggle because they have
not seen their language written done before and the letters that are in their language may be different
from the letters of the Tok Pisin alphabet. It's humbling to be a part of a course such as this and
come alongside the students as they struggle at first but are so very grateful when the labor of
practice pays off.
Please pray for wisdom while Emily is the only director left in country. Pray for Pioneer Mission
Institute which is PBTs big recruiting event this month in Dallas. Pray for the five interns coming to
PNG this summer. Pray that God will continue to bless Emily and Tyler with great health.
Together in Christ,
Tyler and Emily Hewitt
For updates including video, audio, pictures, and stories. Be sure to follow us:
http://tylerhewitt.com/
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